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African-American Civil War Veteran, Decades After Appomattox
1. [African-American Photographica]: [Civil War]: [CABINET CARD FEATURING AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN VETERAN OF THE CIVIL WAR].
Boston: Foster, [ca. 1890s]. Cabinet card photograph, 5½ x 4 inches, on a printed
card mount, 6½ x 4¼ inches. A few minor surface scuffs on print, tiny marginal
stain along left edge of mount, minor residue on mount verso. Near fine condition.
A handsome cabinet card photograph of a bespectacled African-American Civil
War veteran produced by the Foster Studio in Boston. The subject likely served
in the Army for a healthy length of time evidenced by the six long service stripes
on each cuff of his uniform. The single star he wears on his sleeve indicates the
relatively senior rank of an enlisted boatswain, gunner, carpenter, or master’s
mate. The subject poses in a studio setting with a Model 1852 sword tucked in
his belt, proudly displaying four reunion medals on his chest, including a badge
from the Grand Army of the Republic. The printed photographer’s stamp at the
bottom of the mount reads, “Foster Portraits. 28 Hanover St., Boston.” This
refers to Charles H. Foster, who had a studio at 218 Hanover, according to the
1887 Boston Directory, and had moved to (or been re-addressed at) 28 Hanover
Street, per the 1896 edition of the New England Business Directory and Gazetteer.
An interesting image of a veteran reflecting the GAR at its zenith.

$2250.

A Fundamental Statement of Women’s Equality
2. Beecher, Henry Ward: WOMAN’S SUFFRAGE TRACTS. No. 1. WOMAN’S
INFLUENCE IN POLITICS. AN ADDRESS DELIVERED BY HENRY WARD
BEECHER, AT THE COOPER INSTITUTE, NEW YORK, THURSDAY
EVENING, FEB. 2, 1860. Boston: For Sale at the Office of “The Woman’s
Journal,” 1871. 17,[7]pp. Small octavo. Original printed self-wrappers, stitched
as issued. Minor edge wear, light creasing, short closed tear to top edge of first
leaf, top corner a bit creased. Very good.
The first in a series of foundational American works on women’s suffrage reprinted
by the American Woman Suffrage Association in the early 1870s. The present
work contains a speech by American clergyman, social reformer, abolitionist, and
women’s rights activist Henry Ward Beecher. Here, Beecher argues that women
have the same inherent gifts as men, and should be allowed to exercise these gifts
in the public arena. He also advocates for women’s suffrage, stating that the influence of women is too significant to remain simply in the household. Beecher
provides counterpoints to some of the traditional arguments against women’s
suffrage and the right to participate in the political process, and then ends by
stating that America needs women to be “eligible to all public trusts, and should
have the same liberty of suffrage that man now has.”
Beecher’s speech is followed by a printing of the “Constitution of the American
Woman Suffrage Association,” laid down in five articles. The preamble of the
constitution states that the organization formed because “a truly representative
national organization is needed for the orderly and efficient prosecution of the
Woman Suffrage movement in America....”
OCLC records just five physical copies, at Amherst, the Library Company of
Philadelphia, the Office of Commonwealth Libraries, the University of Kansas,
and the American Antiquarian Society.
OCLC 55223739, 191271099, 5060124, 950918472.
$1250.

a few minor marginal surface abrasions.
Overall, a very good pair, with excellent
visual appeal. Matted.

Scenes of African-American Life on the Mississippi
During Reconstruction
3. [Currier & Ives]: Ives, James Merrit: “HIGH WATER” IN THE MISSISSIPPI. [with:] LOW WATER IN THE MISSISSIPPI. New York: Currier &
Ives, 1868. Handcolored lithographs on wove paper, each approximately 23 x 32½
inches. Highlighted in gum arabic, by James Merrit Ives (“J.M.I. del.” at lower
left of each image) after Frances “Fanny” Flora Bond Palmer. High Water: Bottom
right corner bumped and creased, 3¼-inch closed repaired tear in lower margin
just touching the image, short repaired tear crossing imprint in lower margin, a
few additional mostly marginal chips or short tears, slight mat burn to margins,
minor marginal staining, mostly to verso. Low Water: Backed with japan tissue,

A great pair of Currier & Ives Mississippi River scenes created just a few years
after the Civil War. Though ostensibly
presented as nostalgic representations
of the South, a modern interpretation
might conclude that they demonstrate
a new sense of freedom and independence felt by former enslaved people in
the first few years of Reconstruction.
These images also demonstrate a simple
but poignant and even uncomfortable
truth about how life on the Mississippi
River is contingent upon external circumstances, most notably the whims of the
weather. In Low Water, former slaves dance merrily outside their cabin, with
the plantation house in the deep background, as the great steamship Robert E.
Lee and another riverboat roar down the river. The Lee passes by a small barge
on which sits a cabin labeled, “Grocery.” The water here is indeed low, sitting
several feet below the top pf the riverbank. The sense of celebration among the
African-American subjects is palpable. This is contrasted in High Water, which
presents a scene of a Mississippi River flood in which several former slaves sit
atop the roof of a house among the flotsam and jetsam, two of the men with long
poles trying to recover furniture floating in the river. One man tries to rescue
a mule struggling in the water. A plantation house stands in the background,
with two White residents waving at the large steamship Stonewall Jackson, which
chugs by in the background.

Frances “Fanny” Flora Bond Palmer (1812-1876) worked for Currier & Ives from
1849 to 1868, producing about 200 of the company’s best scenes and landscapes.
She was one of the most important and prolific artists ever employed by Nathaniel Currier, and these two Mississippi River scenes stand as two of the most
popular pictures among the thirty-plus Mississippi River lithographs produced
by the company.
A fantastic pair of Currier & Ives handcolored lithographs which were originally
intended as companion pieces.
PETERS, CURRIER & IVES 3944, 3946. CURRIER & IVES: CATALOGUE
RAISONNÉ 3057, 4149. CONNINGHAM 2819, 3824. GALE 3057, 4150.
$22,500.

Adventures of a Scout in the Modoc War
4. [Edwards, T.A.]: DARING DONALD McKAY, OR, THE LAST WARTRAIL OF THE MODOCS. Erie, Pa.: Herald Printing and Publishing Company,
1886. 110,[3]pp. including illustrations. Original color pictorial wrappers. Minor
chipping to extremities, four-inch curved tear in last leaf and rear wrapper, slight
browning. Very good.
Later edition, after the first of 1884. McKay was lauded for capturing renegade
Modocs who allegedly killed Gen. Edward Canby while the General was on a
peace mission to the tribe in northern California in 1870. A number of issues were
published. This edition is not listed in Howes. OCLC locates only two copies.
HOWES E71 (ref). OCLC 18438667.
$450.

Slavery as the Potential Pitfall of the Republicans in 1860:
Lincoln Straddles the Rail
5. [Election of 1860]: [Currier & Ives]: THE GREAT EXHIBITION OF
1860. New York: Currier & Ives, 1860. Lithograph, 13 x 16¾ inches. Mounted on
archival paper. Short closed horizontal tear in left edge extending into the image
area through Greeley’s face, small closed tear in upper right edge. Very good.

A sharply satirical cartoon lambasting the
Republican Party and its leading candidate
Abraham Lincoln for downplaying its antislavery position during the important election
of 1860. At left, abolitionist editor Horace
Greeley grinds his New York Tribune organ
as Republican candidate Abraham Lincoln
prances to the music at left-center while
straddling a wooden rail representing the
“Republican Platform.” Lincoln and a rail
was a frequent motif in satirical prints of the
1860 presidential election, sometimes used
to laud his frontier background, more often
his seeming indecisiveness on the important
issues of the day. Lincoln is tethered to
Greeley’s index finger by a cord and his lips
are padlocked shut. Although the abolitionist bent of the Republicans was well known,
Lincoln tried to de-emphasize the slavery
issue during the 1860 campaign. Greeley’s
captioned dialogue reads: “Now caper about
on your rail Abraham, while I play the ‘Slieve
gammon polka.’ – ‘All the way from Oregon’
Mrs Gurneys ‘Love song’ and other choice
airs from my private collection.” Lincoln
replies simply, “Mum.” In the background to
the right stands William H. Seward holding
a wailing African-American infant. Seward
complains: “It’s no use trying to keep me and
the ‘Irrepressible’ infant in the background;
for we are really the head and front of this
party.” At right are two newspaper editors
– Henry J. Raymond of the New York Times
and James Watson Webb of the Courier and
Enquirer, both friendly to the Republican
cause. Webb’s dialogue box reads as follows: “Please Gentlemen! Help a family in
reduced circumstances, we are very hard up,
and will even take three cents if we can’t get
more, just to keep the little N****r alive,” referring to recent financial difficulties of his paper. The diminutive Raymond, Webb’s former chief assistant at the
Courier, proclaims that he has “my own little axe to grind.” The scene was most
likely executed by noted Currier & Ives lithographic artist Louis Maurer in his
last year working for the firm.
REILLY 1860-29. MURRELL, p.119. WEITENKAMPF, p.122. WILSON,
LINCOLN IN CARICATURE, pp.50-51. CURRIER & IVES: CATALOGUE
RAISONNÉ 2828. PETERS, CURRIER & IVES 1640.
$3500.

A working manuscript draft of an in-depth
series of catechetical lectures explicating
the Apostles’ Creed for new believers, by
an unidentified Episcopal minister, likely
in the Upper Midwest. The denomination
was determined by the author’s references
to the Articles of Religion and the writings
of contemporary Episcopal bishops. Each
volume was bound as a pamphlet, presumably
by the author, each with a manuscript title
and description of the part of the Creed to
be discussed on the front wrapper. The hand
is clear and the text is heavily annotated,
with numerous corrections and edits, as
well as parts of, or even whole pages, pasted
over with new text. It is very reasonable to
assume these lectures were compiled by the
rector or a senior lay person at the church
for a confirmation class or adult education
program; the language would demand at
least an adolescent’s comprehension level.
This draft does not appear to have ever
been published.

Original Manuscript Lectures on the Apostolic Creed,
sby a Michigan Minister
6. [Episcopal Church]: [Michigan]: LECTURES ON THE APOSTLES’ CREED
[MANUSCRIPT SET OF TEACHINGS ON THE APOSTLES’ CREED IN
TWELVE PARTS]. [Marquette, Mi.? 1851-1852]. 12 volumes. [40]; [32]; [32];
[36]; [34]; [36]; [38]; [32]; [34]; [40]; [40]; [32]pp. Approximately 54,000 words
in total. Oblong octavo. Plain paper wrappers, handstitched, manuscript title on
front wrappers. Faint old vertical fold to center of each volume, occasional light
soiling and chipping and even tanning to wrappers. Internally quite clean. Very
good. In a simple red and green slipcase.

Although the author never signs their name,
the end of each volume is dated, starting
with November 30, 1851 in volume one
and ending with May 16, 1852 in volume
twelve; most volumes have the location
of “Marquette” added next to the date.
Although not identified explicitly, this is
possibly Marquette, Michigan, founded in
conjunction with Marquette Iron Company activity in the region. Episcopalian
settlers there began holding services aboard the steamship “Planet” in Marquette
Harbor on Lake Superior in the 1840s. St. Paul’s Episcopal Church was founded
soon after, though construction on the church itself was not completed until 1857.
The Episcopal Diocese of Michigan was organized in 1832, and grew rapidly. In
the 1840s and 1850s, there were a number of missions to the lumber regions of
the Saginaw Valley and the mining regions of the Upper Peninsula, by 1895 the
Upper Peninsula became the Diocese of Marquette (later renamed Diocese of
Northern Michigan).
An important example of the sophistication of Christian education in the Old
Northwest.
$3500.

More to Be Discovered
7. [Fitzgibbon, John H.]: [EARLY AMERICAN DAGUERREOTYPE]. [St.
Louis: John H. Fitzgibbon, ca. 1855]. 2½ x 3 inches. Image slightly faded. Overall
very good. In a folding plush case, clasps extant.
A nice example of an early western American daguerreotype of a seated man named
Samuel B. Smith, likely executed by the prolific firm of John H. Fitzgibbon.
NEWHALL, THE DAGUERREOTYPE IN AMERICA, p.87.
$400.

Noted American Families, Handsomely Bound
8. [Genealogy]: AMERICAN FAMILIES OF HISTORIC LINEAGE: BEING
A GENEALOGICAL, HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL ACCOUNT
OF...FAMILIES OF EMINENT AMERICAN AND FOREIGN ANCESTRY.... New York: The Americana Society, [n.d., possibly 1920s]. Two volumes.
iv,322; iv,363pp. Many portraits. Frontispiece in each volume. Large quarto. Gilt
morocco. Light shelf wear, corners rubbed, some scuffing. Very good.
The “Armorial Edition,” limited to fifty numbered sets, of which this is number
42. Includes many prominent families, including the Astors, the Pierreponts and
the Hamiltons.
$600.

A Vivid Example of American Economic Colonialism
in the Mid-20th Century
9. [Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company]: Budd, Richard T.: [PHOTOGRAPHICALLY-ILLUSTRATED TYPESCRIPT ALBUM DOCUMENTING THE
EXPERIENCES OF RICHARD T. BUDD, THE LONG-SERVING PLANT
MANAGER OF THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY IN THE
PHILIPPINES]. [Almanza, Las Pinas, Rizal, The Philippines. 1959]. 72pp., containing 193 black-and-white photographs, from 2½ x 2½ inches to 8 x 9¾ inches,
most with typed captions on the album leaves, plus large hand-painted signs on
cardstock laid in. Large folio. Original blue paper-covered boards, brad-bound,
hand-painted titles on front cover reading: “GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.
OF THE PHILIPPINES, LTD. ALMANZA, LAS PINAS, RIZAL.” Moderate
wear, soiling, and creasing to boards. Produced on acidic mid-century paper, with
most leaves chipped or with closed edge tears, one leaf detached, a couple partially
detached. Photographs in generally very nice condition, with easily readabe typed
annotations. Overall very good.
A unique and large format presentation typescript documenting the facilities,
services, and employees of the Philippine branch of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Company in 1959, illustrated with almost 200 photographs, produced for the twentieth anniversary of the tire plant’s manager, Richard T. Budd. The photographic
scrapbook constitutes an extensive visual record of the facilities and operations
of the Goodyear Tire factory in Las Pinas, Rizal, Philippines, and provides an
interesting peek into American foreign business practices in the mid-20th century.
The album is highlighted by more than 100 large, likely professional views of the
factory exterior and interior, following the tire-making process from raw material
through to finished product, with many of the images showing Filipino laborers
at work. The album also contains a series of eight views of a January, 1957 labor dispute. The images are accompanied by detailed typed captions explaining
the tire-making process, the strike, and more. One such annotation reads: “On
January 14, 1957, the factory tasted its first strike when barrio residents set up a
picket allegedly in protest of the alleged unfair hiring procedure of the company.
Pickets gathered at the front of the gate while bus loads of employees wait outside
for a chance to cross the picket line.” The smaller photographs further depict
the factory’s employees, and document health care facilities, blood drives, a free
Christmas lunch, company picnics and gatherings, awards ceremonies, and much
more. Several pictures record Budd’s contribution as a leader with the local Boy
Scout Troop 60, comprised mostly of young Filipino boys. One page containing several photographs documents Goodyear management’s donation to a local
school; the caption reads: “Aware of its responsibility to the community, Management, goes to the much neglected barrio school and donates a swing and a slide
for school children at play. This page contains the pictures of that donation.”

Additionally laid-in is a handmade folio greeting card commemorating Budd’s
20th Anniversary of employment with a nicely hand-executed title cover featuring
a photographic cut-out of a tire filling in the “0” of “20th,” a large caricature of
Budd in his scouting uniform, and includes numerous ink inscriptions from fellow
employees (likely executives). There are also three additional loose, folio sized
cards bearing hundreds of ink signatures from the factory workers. Goodyear
operated the plant at Las Pinas from 1956 until 2009, in close proximity to the
island’s robust rubber plantations.
The album stands as important, extensive, and detailed primary source documentation of the international operations, labor outsourcing, and outreach efforts of an
American auto-industry giant in the Asian Pacific during the last years of Eisenhower and immediately preceding U.S. involvement in Vietnam, and serves as an
important source for the “Americanizing” methods employed by U.S. companies
after World War II, when newly-opened markets allowed for American corporate
expansion around the globe.
$2250.

The First Bank Robbery in the United States
10. [Green, Edward W.]: THE LIFE, CHARACTER, AND CAREER OF
EDWARD W. GREEN, POSTMASTER OF MALDEN, THE MURDERER
OF FRANK E. CONVERSE [wrapper title]. Boston: Benjamin B. Russell, 1864.
23pp. Original pictorial self-wrappers, stitched as issued. Moderate scattered
foxing. Very good.
A rare true crime pamphlet recounting what is considered the first bank robbery in the United States. The crime was perpetrated by Edward W. Green,
the partially-handicapped postmaster of Malden, Massachusetts. On December
15, 1863, eighteen-year-old bank teller Frank E. Converse was left in charge of
the Malden Bank while his boss went to nearby Boston. Sometime during the
morning, “in the broad light of day,” Converse was “shot down in cold blood”
inside the bank, taking a bullet in the side of the head. After an investigation by
two Boston detectives, Edward W. Green was arrested for the crime on February 7, 1864. Shortly after his arrest, Green confessed to the murder, along with
the theft of $5,000 from the teller’s drawer, constituting the first bank robbery
in American history. Green’s crime pre-dated by over two years the 1866 Jesse
James robbery of the town bank in Liberty, Missouri. Following his murder
confession, Green admitted to further crimes of fraud and arson in separate
incidents, though by the time of his trial Green decided to fight the charges by
pleading not guilty. The pamphlet concludes ahead of Green’s trial, which the
pamphlet claims should “assuredly rank among American causes célèbres.” The
front wrapper includes an engraved portrait of the titular criminal, which “may
be relied upon as an accurate delineation of the features of E.W. Green.” OCLC
records just four physical copies, at Cornell, New York Historical, Kentucky, and
the Clements Library.
McDADE 381. OCLC 41988209.
$1500.

“White”-Washed Account of the Wilmington Race Massacre
11. Hayden, Harry: THE STORY OF THE WILMINGTON REBELLION
[wrapper title]. [Wilmington, N.C. 1936]. 32pp. plus two-page typescript laid in.
Original printed blue wrappers, stapled. Edges of wrappers sunned, minor wear,
soft vertical crease throughout. Very good.
An inscribed copy of this detailed and self-serving recounting of the Wilmington
Rebellion (or Wilmington Insurrection), told from the point of view of “old pipe
Gunner Jessie Blake,” a member of the white mob that engaged in a murderous
rampage against the African-American community of the North Carolina city on
November 10, 1898. The narrative, which purports to be the “First authentic
account of the Wilmington Revolution of 1898” is presented literally as a fireside
chat, which begins: “The two young veterans were ensconced in comfortable
chairs, and with their host, formed a semi-circle in front of an open fireplace, in
which flames leaped at all angles with abandon, diffusing heat, light, and shadows
across the spacious room. ‘You boys were too young to remember much about
the Wilmington Rebellion....So, I am going to give you the inside story of this
insurrection.’”
Blake goes on to give a thorough retelling of the conflagration in three chapters,
titled “The Wilmington Rebellion,” “Negroes Draw First Blood,” and “Negro
Disenfranchisement.” The “insurrection” pitted the white supremacist “Red
Shirts” against the African-American community in Wilmington, and of course
the present work asserts that the Black community shot first (but in truth only
after tensions were raised to a fever pitch when the Red Shirts burned down the
building of a Black-owned newspaper).
The text justifies the hostilities toward the Black community in Wilmington by
employing an age-old argument for why the violence was justified: “the Negroes
were given preference in the matter of employment, for most of the town’s artisans were Negroes, and numerous white families in the city faced bitter want...
aggravated considerably by the influx of many Negroes, and Wilmington was
really becoming a Mecca for Negroes and a City of Lost Opportunities for the
working class whites.”
The murderous Wilmington Rebellion, which was at first reported as a race
riot sparked by Blacks, resulted in the deaths of an unknown number of African
Americans, anywhere between sixty and 300 according to historians. Eventually,
as more information came to light, the incident was revealed for what it truly was:
a coup d’état by the white supremacists of Wilmington against a duly-elected city
government that included numerous Black elected officials. The consequences
of the insurrection were long lasting, resulting in the Grandfather Clause, which
effectively disenfranchised African-American voters in Wilmington and across
North Carolina. The incident helped usher in a new era of Jim Crow and was
yet another blow against Reconstruction-era political advances, a state of affairs
that would not be corrected until the Civil Rights Act and the Voting Rights

Act in the mid-1960s, though some would argue the impact of the Wilmington
Rebellion are still felt to this day.
The present copy includes an additional typed inscription on the inside front
wrapper from Hayden to his “Good Friend” Walter Rumsey Marvin, Jr. The
typed note references some of the negative feedback Hayden has received from
the white community in Wilmington regarding the content of his narrative. The
note reads: “Greetings: Your allegation, that I had written a book, is only a half
truth, as I have only written a book-let, as is attested by the attached. But, if
you will only take my advice, you will give need to a proverbial warning, viz: – ‘If
only he could write a book then I could destroy him.’ And I should have known

that this trueism also applies to a booklet.
For I have found that this little booklet
of mine has brought the enmity of some
of Wilmington’s finest down upon my
feeble head, as many of them had previously thought that they had acted on
their own initiative during the rebellion
and now they have learned for the first
time through this little booklet that they
were actually running around in circles
at the behest of ‘The Secret Nine.’ But
if you will read it and weep with me I’ll
lose no sleep over their castigations.”
Hayden then signs his name in pencil,
along with his address in Cleveland, Ohio,
where he presumably moved at some point after the book’s publication. There
is also a typed review of the book from the August 16, 1936 Charlotte News that
was once stapled to the inside front wrapper, but is now detached and laid in.
The reviewer praises Hayden’s work as having “no suggestion of race hatred” and
as “an interesting book and one that should prove of high value as a historical
document.” The review was probably typed out by Hayden himself and stapled
to the inside front wrapper when he sent the book to his friend.
A rare account of the Wilmington Insurrection, when white working class resentment exploded in racial and political violence against the African-American
community in Jim Crow-era North Carolina.
$1500.

Arguing for a Woman’s Right to an Education
12. Higginson, Thomas Wentworth: WOMAN’S SUFFRAGE TRACTS. NO.
4. OUGHT WOMEN TO LEARN THE ALPHABET? [wrapper title]. Boston:
For Sale at the Office of “The Woman’s Journal,” 1871. 20,[4]pp. Original selfwrappers, stitched as issued. Mild soiling to outer leaves, even toning. Very good.
A scarce suffrage tract reprinted from The Atlantic Monthly of February 1859,
in which noted author, abolitionist, and supporter of women’s rights Thomas
Wentworth Higginson chronicles the historical difficulties faced by women in
their efforts to become educated. Higginson cites history and mythology to
highlight the unnecessary and unfair practices and arguments that have led to
women’s “historic position of degradation.” Women, argues Higginson, have
been victims of a past that has been largely “a period of ignorance, of engrossing
physical necessities, and of brute force – not of freedom, of philanthropy, and of
culture.” Higginson contends that “the long subjection of woman has been simply that humanity was passing through its first epoch, and her full career was to
be reserved for the second.” In other words, the present “times are altering the
whole material position of woman” through “inevitable social and moral changes”
such as education. “A new era is begun,” argues Higginson, and “the time has
come for woman to learn the alphabet.”
Following Higginson’s text is the “Constitution of the American Woman Suffrage
Association,” consisting of five articles. The preamble of the constitution states
that the organization formed because “a truly representative national organization is needed for the orderly and efficient prosecution of the Woman Suffrage
movement in America....”
Scarce, with just twelve copies in OCLC.
KRICHMAR 3784 (ref). OCLC 14225747.

$875.

Important Activities in Favor of Woman Suffrage
13. [Hooker, Isabella B.]: ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CONNECTICUT
WOMAN SUFFRAGE ASSOCIATION, HELD AT HARTFORD, SEPTEMBER 9, 1870. REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE [wrapper
title]. Hartford: Case, Lockwood & Brainard, 1871. 24pp. Small octavo. Printed
self-wrappers, stitched as issued. Slight tanning to edges of wrappers, light even
tanning and a few spots of foxing throughout. Near fine.
Rare copy of the Report of the Executive Committee for the second annual meeting
of the Connecticut Woman Suffrage Association (CWSA), founded just one year
before, on October 28, 1869. Submitted and signed in type by the co-founder and
chairman [sic] of the executive committee, Isabella Beecher Hooker, this report
provides updates on the progress of the suffrage movement, both in Connecticut
and nationwide. Also included are updates on movements in Great Britain and
Europe, including a brief list of prominent figures in Britain supporting women’s
suffrage. There are excerpts from notable speeches and articles by John Stuart
Mill, Francis W. Newman, and the reproduction of a letter from J.H. Howe,
Chief Justice of the Wyoming Territory, to Myra Bradwell, prominent Chicago
lawyer and suffrage activist, explaining (despite his initial reservations) the success
Wyoming courts have had in impanelling women as jurors (as part of the founding
documents, Wyoming Territory granted suffrage to white women for all elections).
The women’s suffrage movement in America started gaining real strength in the
1840s with the first women’s rights convention, the Seneca Falls Convention,
convened in 1848. But the years leading up to the passage of the Fifteenth Amendment grew the movement substantially. Lucretia Mott, Lucy Stone, Frederick
Douglass, Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and others formed the
American Equal Rights Association (AERA) in 1866 “to secure Equal Rights to
all American citizens, especially the right of suffrage, irrespective of race, color
or sex.” Yet, in the final proposal, the Fifteenth Amendment prohibited the
federal government and each state from denying a citizen the right to vote based
only on that citizen’s “race, color, or previous condition of servitude.” Anthony
and Stanton opposed the amendment unless it was accompanied by a Sixteenth
Amendment that would guarantee suffrage for women; Stone, Frances Ellen
Watkins Harper, and Julia Ward Howe supported it and feared that it would not
win congressional approval if it included women’s suffrage. And so, in 1869, they
split into the National Woman Suffrage Association (NWSA) led by Anthony and
Stanton; and the American Woman Suffrage Association (AWSA) led by Stone,
Howe, and Harper. The Women’s Christian Temperance Union (WCTU) was
established in 1873 and also pursued women’s suffrage, providing additional support for the movement overall.
State, territorial, and city suffrage movements also expanded. While national
bodies were important voices for suffrage, they recognized that suffrage would
only be obtained through grassroots work at the regional and state levels. Ac-

cordingly, Isabella Beecher Hooker and Frances Ellen Burr founded the Connecticut Woman Suffrage Association in 1869 at a meeting attended by Susan
B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and William Lloyd Garrison. As Hooker
writes, “It becomes more and more evident that as a political measure, our main
reliance must be upon the action of Congress passing an amendment to the Federal
Constitution. On this account we urge every member of the Society to keep on
hand forms of petition that they may obtain signatures from time to time, and
return them to the Secretary as soon as filled. Of the importance of flooding
Congress with these petitions from all parts of the country, no one can doubt.”
Partnering with the NWSA, the CWSA focused on women’s suffrage at the local
level, and although Connecticut did not vote in favor of woman’s suffrage until
the Nineteenth Amendment had already passed in Congress, the CWSA was able
to gain small victories towards woman’s suffrage, such as earning women the right
to formally vote on local matters like school and library expenditures.

Isabella Beecher Hooker (1822-1907) was born in Litchfield, Connecticut, daughter
of Lyman Beecher and half-sister of Harriet Beecher Stowe. Her broad career
as a suffrage activist included participating in the founding of the New England
Women Suffrage Association, and petitioning the Connecticut General Assembly
with a bill that extended property rights to married women; the bill was initially
rejected, but she reintroduced it every year until it passed in 1877. She toured
widely, speaking on women’s suffrage and women’s rights in general, such as adding female police officers across the country; she followed Victoria Woodhull in
testifying before the House Judiciary Committee in 1871, the first time women
addressed a House committee.
This title, issued as Number 2 in the “Tracts of Connecticut Woman Suffrage”
series is rare; we could find only one instance at auction. OCLC lists eight copies:
Connecticut Historical Society, Harriet Beecher Stowe Center, Yale, University
of Georgia, Massachusetts Historical Society, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania State
University – Harrisburg, and the American Antiquarian Society.
OCLC 30571151, 664231162.
$3000.

A Japanese Divinity Student in Roaring Twenties Chicago
14. [Japanese-American Photographica]: [Illinois]: [PAIR OF ANNOTATED
VERNACULAR PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS MEMORIALIZING A JAPANESE STUDENT’S DIVINITY SCHOOL EXPERIENCES IN CHICAGO
IN THE EARLY 1920s]. [Various locations in Chicago. 1920-1922]. 241 mounted
black-and-white photographs, from 1¾ x 2½ inches to 3 x 5¼ inches, most annotated in white ink in Japanese, English, or both. Two oblong octavo photograph
albums, the two in slightly different black cloth. Minor wear, bumping, and soiling
to bindings, one album with edge wear and a small abrasion on the front cover.
Photographs in excellent condition. Very good overall.
A wonderful pair of neatly-composed annotated vernacular photograph albums
recording the life of an unidentified Japanese divinity student in Chicago in the
early 1920s. During his stay in Chicago, the photographer lodged in Ryder
House which was part of the Divinity School of Lombard University, a Unitarian/Universalist Theological College. Lombard College closed in 1930, and
Ryder House was sold to the University of Chicago. The meticulously labelled
photographs (in Japanese and frequently in English, as well) shed important light
on the history of Unitarianism in Japan and on the life of Japanese students in
early 1920s America.
The photographer mingled with other Japanese exchange students, including
Nishigori Sadao and Takasaki Kensaku, both of whom were studying at Chicago
Theological Seminary at the same time, and both of whom appear in these photos.
One photo also shows theological student Tsuboi Seitaro, who later became an
Anglican pastor in Tokyo. There are numerous photos of Ryder House, including one of the photographer’s college room, showing his desk, laden with books,
his typewriter, and notes. Among his reading material is a copy of H.G. Wells’
recently published Outline of History. There are also images of Japanese students
going on walks and outings together, including a picnic in Evanston, swimming,
and playing golf (which the students seem to have taken to with great enthusiasm,
as there are a couple dozen golf photos preserved here). The student also takes
pictures of the American friends he came to know during his time in Chicago,
including many depicting their shared love of golf taken at Jackson Park Golf
Course.
Along with the pictures on campus and with his friends, the student took many
fine photographs of Chicago landmarks and street scenes. Two photos show the
Chicago Coliseum on the final day of the 1920 Republican Party National Convention, and the headquarters of unsuccessful candidate Hiram W. Johnson. The
student also takes a handful of shots along Michigan Avenue. Other landmarks
seen and identified here include the Liberty Statue in Jackson Park, Lake Michigan in winter, the Boat House and other images in Garfield Park, Washington
Park and the park Conservatory, the Chicago Midway, Lincoln Park, Oakwood

Cemetery, and the German Liberty Building. One photograph is “taken from
the window of the Room 1316 of the Hotel Blackstone,” and various other spots
on the campus of the University of Chicago are featured, including “Aida Nove’s
Hall,” the Kent and Ryerson laboratories, and Stagg Field. He even records
some locations outside Chicago, such as the “State Training School for Girls” in
Geneva, Illinois; the pumping station in Evanston; and various locations in Elgin,
Illinois, including the downtown area.
Altogether a fascinating and unique photographic record of one Japanese student’s
life in Chicago during a brief couple of years at the outset of the Roaring Twenties.
$6000.

Japanese-American Directory for the Age of Eisenhower
15. [Japanese Americana]: ZENBEI NIKKEIJIN JUSHOROKU 1959-NENDO [in Japanese script]. THE NEW JAPANESE AMERICAN NEWS 1959
YEAR BOOK [cover title]. [Rafu, i.e. Los Angeles: Shin Nichi-Bei Shinbunsha,
1959]. 122,12,306,[10],307-558,[4],559-1245,[1]pp. Publisher’s gilt pictorial blue
cloth, spine gilt. Light shelf wear, front hinge slightly loose. Text lightly toned.
Very good.
An uncommon and substantial Japanese-American directory printed at the end
of the Eisenhower decade. This directory, published by the The New Japanese
American News is one of several examples of guides designed to assist Japanese
Americans in connecting, reconnecting, and sometimes reuniting with family, friends,
and business associates after World War II. It would have also been helpful for
Japanese-American businesspeople looking to connect with the already-significant
Japanese-American community in Los Angeles and beyond.
The directory is organized by cities, with the great majority listing names and
addresses of individuals and their businesses in nearly one hundred cities throughout California, but also showing the diasporic effects of the wartime internment
period with listings in dozens of other states, and Washington, D.C., including
a long section from Chicago.
The guide begins with a substantial advertising section, which includes a fullpage photo of President Eisenhower, with a caption in Japanese only. The great
majority of the book is composed of a bilingual directory of residential and business listings, including Japanese-American organizations such as the Japanese Aid
Society of America, the Southern California Japanese Chamber of Commerce, and
others, churches (about an equal number of Buddhist and Christian churches),
professional organizations, and other businesses.
Also interspersed throughout are advertisements for Japanese-owned businesses
and other businesses friendly to the Japanese-American community; ads are also
printed on the front and rear pastedowns and endpapers, and the rear board.
Advertised businesses include Japan Air Lines, Sumitomo Bank, Miyako Travel
Service, Bank of Tokyo, the American Chick Sexing School, South Mountain
Flower Garden, Yoshida Farms, the Fuji Pharmacy, Dai Nippo Printong Company,
Saito Realty Co., and many others.
Shin Nichibei/The New Japanese American News was one of the three major Japanese
newspaper published in Southern California in the postwar period. Founded by
Ikken Momii, the paper ran from 1947 to 1966 (and continued as Nichibei Mainichi).
It was an important source of news for Japanese Americans that the mainstream
media often neglected, including important issues such as civil rights violations
dealing with discrimination and hate crimes.
Only three copies of this directory are listed in OCLC, at UCLA, the Bancroft
Library, and the California State Library.
OCLC 24924667.
$750.

Teaching a Multi-Racial Student Body
on the Texas-Mexico Border in 1919
16. Jensen, Maren: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM TEXAS
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLTEACHER MAREN JENSEN, TO PAUL RANCH
OF TOLEDO, OHIO, DESCRIBING HER WORK WITH AFRICANAMERICAN AND MEXICAN-AMERICAN CHILDREN IN THE TEXASMEXICO BORDERLANDS]. Ysleta, Tx. May 19, 1919. [8]pp. on two folded
sheets, with original transmittal envelope. Original horizontal mailing folds, minor
soiling on first page. Very good.
An informative letter written by Maren Jensen, a teacher in the small Texas border
town of Ysleta near El Paso, just after World War I. Jensen describes her interactions with both African-American and Mexican-American students. Regarding her
African-American students, Jensen writes: “Some of the brown tots are very quick
to learn. I had a little black boy in the third grade only nine years old and he did
like to write about motorcycles and airships. He could not sit still a minute and
his black eyes fairly danced; they were like little black beads....”
She also comments on teaching Mexican-American students: “I did enjoy having little Mexicans. The children themselves are interesting and their parents
are not as fault finding as the American parents. They probably do criticize the
teachers but don’t often say anything to us....Many of the Mexicans are too dirty
to feel like studying. But of course we are working to better those conditions.
The county superintendent...was visiting the smelter school. A little boy who
saw her coming up the path ran out the back door to wash his head. Kathleen
says he did it because he knew if he didn’t she would.”
Jensen also writes to Ranch about mutual friends, and promises to bring enchiladas if she ever passes through Toledo. She states that “Barracks for the border
camps are to be built soon,” which indicates she might have been in Ysleta in a
military capacity or with someone serving in the border patrol.
An interesting letter with blunt observations on teaching minority children in
Texas in 1919.
$500.

“This race presents, aside from its social menace, an interesting study
in heredity and a romantic story of good blood gone wrong.”
17. McIntyre, Fred: [TYPESCRIPT AND SCRAPBOOK CONTAINING A
HISTORY OF THE NOTORIOUS “POOL TRIBE” OF PENNSYLVANIA,
SUPPLEMENTED BY DOZENS OF NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS, AND
ILLUSTRATED WITH FOUR PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN DURING THE
EXECUTION BY HANGING OF BIGLER JOHNSON IN 1905]. [Towanda,
Pa. ca. 1935-1941]. 23,19pp. of typewritten text, numbered on rectos only, plus
four photographs and scores of newspaper clippings mounted throughout on
versos and endpapers. A remboitage of old full calf, borders tooled in blind on
both boards, stamped “THE POOLS” on front board. Moderate edge wear, rubbing and soiling, spine ends chipped. Ink notations on front board reading, “For
Athens Historical Society Fred Mc[Intyre] Towanda.” Minor dust-soiling and
toning to contents. Overall very good.
A curious and intriguing homemade book consisting of a wholly unflattering
two-part typed history of the “Pool Tribe” of Pennsylvania, supplemented with
dozens of newspaper clippings about the family and four photographs picturing
the hanging of one of the clan in 1905. This eccentric and bigoted work discusses at great length the history and ethnography of an extended multi-racial
family in north-central Pennsylvania, with English, Native American, and African
American backgrounds.
The scrapbook was compiled and text written by Fred McIntyre (1858-1941) of
Towanda, Pennsylvania, presumably a local historian, and he incorporates some
uncomfortable ethnographic and anthropological observations. The latest of the
newspaper clippings here are dated 1936 and McIntyre passed away in 1941, so
the work was likely written and compiled between those years. The main portion
of the book is a typed history of the “Pool Tribe,” comprised of the members of
the Vanderpool, Johnson, Heeman, Wheeler, and Vincent families of Bradford
County, Pennsylvania. In the first sentence of the first part of McIntyre’s history,
titled, “Romances of Pennsylvania History: The Pool Tribe, Outcast Descendants
of Nobility,” he writes that “One of the greatest problems to Bradford and surrounding counties is the Pool tribe.” McIntyre then provides a physical description
of the Pool family: “Their complexion is sallow dark, almost chocolate colored.
Their hair is almost always black. Their eyes are small, dark and beady and set
well back in the head. Their cheek bones are high and prominent. In some the
mouth is small with thin lips closely drawn over white and even teeth, while
with others the thick lips betray the strain of Negro blood that helps to make
up their conglomerate ancestry.” McIntyre claims that the “Pools are a mixture
of Indian, Negro, German and French and the little smattering of English or
American blood they have acquired during the last hundred years they would be
far better without” but that “in their veins flows the blood of Nobles and Kings,
and no family in the whole of Pennsylvania can more surely trace their ancestry
to prerevolutionary days than these same Vanderpools and Johnsons.”

McIntyre then proceeds to detail the ancestry
of the Pool Tribe “back to the middle ages,”
and through colonial times when the first
family member William Johnson arrived in the
Mohawk Valley in 1738. Johnson “surrounded
himself with numerous Indian concubines”
including Mollie Brant, the sister of Iroquois
chief Joseph Brant, and supposedly fathered
over 100 children “by his various concubines.”
One of Johnson’s wives was allegedly “Queen”
Esther Montour. According to lore, Queen
Esther led a party of soldiers at the Battle of
Wyoming during the American Revolution.
He then describes the various “half breeds”
who resulted from the intermarriage of the
Johnsons and Vanderpools, and spends the
last eight pages of the first part detailing the
more modern crimes committed by various
members of the “lazy, shiftless, thieving, and
lecherous” family.
The final few pages of the first part also include four photographs picturing the execution of one of the clan, Bigler Johnson, who
was convicted of murder in 1905. Three of
the photographs, all taken from the same
angle, picture the actual execution – showing
Johnson on the gallows before the rope was
put around his neck, then after the rope is
fixed, and then a final image after the trapdoors were opened (the picture only shows
the very top of Johnson’s head). The fourth
photograph shows the bustling crowds outside
the jail where Johnson was hanged. These
photographs are accompanied by a printed
pass to the execution issued by the Sheriff
of Bradford County, S.F. Robinson.
The second part of McIntyre’s narrative is entitled, “Part Two – The Pool Tribe:
How Aristocratic and Indian Blood was Mixed, Resulting in a Numerous Family
with Hundreds of Ne’er-Do-Wells and Degenerates with a Criminal Tendency.”
Here, McIntyre chronicles in much further detail the life of family scion William
Johnson, including his propensity for Native-American “concubines.” McIntyre
also recounts the marriage of Anthony Vanderpool to “dusky maiden” Elizabeth

Johnson, “one of the halfbreed daughters of
Sir William Johnson.” Further, McIntyre
writes of the further marriages of Elizabeth
Johnson’s half-brothers from “different Indian
mothers” with members of the Heeman family and others in Pennsylvania. According
to McIntyre, the name “Pool” became synonymous with “Vanderpool” because of “the
Indian tendency to abbreviate the white man’s
name.” All of this intermarriage, McIntyre
asserts, led the Pool Tribe from “mediocrity
which gradually sank to degeneracy.”
The last seven pages of the second part of
McIntyre’s history is devoted to “The Pool
Tribe of Today – Largely Made Up of Degenerates with Criminal Tendencies.” McIntyre
then enumerates the various criminal activities
engaged in by the “submerged two-thirds”
of the 500 or so members of the Pool Tribe
still living in Bradford County – a criminal
tendency McIntyre attributes to “the Indian
characteristics of shiftlessness, laziness, and
dishonesty” among the Pool family members.
McIntyre also claims that “Indian like, [the
Pools] love liquor, and Indian like they are
noisy and dangerous when under its influence.”
In addition to the text and Johnson execution
photographs, McIntyre has pasted scores of
newspaper clippings to almost every available
space remaining in the book, including the
endpapers. The clippings date from 1904 to
1936, and relate the gamut of crimes committed by the Pool Tribe, ranging from petty
theft and illegal fishing to more serious crimes
such as assault, murder, and murder-suicide.
McIntyre’s work is a unique and important historical analysis of an interesting
extended Pennsylvania family. The ethnographic and frankly racist nature of
the analysis is troubling to modern sensibilities, but worthy of study for just that
reason. We could find no evidence that the present work was published, and
precious little historical information on the “Pool Tribe” itself, though there is
a private Facebook page for the “Pool Tribe of Towanda” with 1,500 members.
$3000.

PARADE, AND WITH SEVERAL CONCENTRATION CAMP-RELATED
IMAGES IN DACHAU, GERMANY]. [Seoul and Pusan, Korea; Nikko, Japan;
Washington, D.C; Carmel, Ca.; Dachau, Germany; and other locations. 19561960]. 247 photographs in mounting corners, mostly black-and-white but with
a handful in color, between 1½ x 2¼ inches and 6 x 3½ inches, most around 3½
x 4¼ inches. With informative captions written in white ink throughout the
album. Folio. Contemporary grey cloth album, comb-bound in white plastic,
stamped “Photo Album” in white on front cover. Minor scuffing and soiling to
covers. A few photographs loose, but generally in very nice condition. Very good.
An eclectic collection of personal photographs taken by an American officer
while serving in Korea, Japan, and Germany in the years after the Korean War.
The compiler appears to be a man identified in several pictures as Father McNulty, perhaps a chaplain or otherwise serving in the Army in some religious
capacity. McNulty’s photographs begin in Pusan, Korea in 1957, where he or
an associate photograph numerous Korean children and other locals. Some
of the captions read, “Bishop John Choi, the Vicariate of Pusan,” the “Pusan
Poor,” and a “Leper Colony.” Other images depict a tailor’s shop in Pusan,
numerous buildings in Seoul, several of a reception for President Eisenhower
on June 20, 1960 at the Kimpo Airfield outside Seoul (where two different
officers pose with Hollywood film legend George O’Brien); and other scenes.
McNulty appears in numerous photographs with Korean schoolgirls, whom he
or the photographer identifies by name in the captions; the same goes for several
images of American and Korean religious figures as part of the “Pusan Area
Command.” One of the events pictured includes several images from the Holy
Name Breakfast in Pusan in February 1960. Some of the other sites pictured in
Seoul include St. Paul’s Cathedral, President Syngman Rhee’s Statue, the Seoul
Capitol Building, and others.
While briefly in Japan, McNulty takes pictures of several sites in Nikko, including
street scenes and a Nikko street festival; and a performance inside the Kokusai
Theater in Tokyo. Before going to Korea in 1957, McNulty apparently took
the time to take some pictures around Washington, D.C., where he saw the
Washington Cathedral, Walter Reed Hospital, Haynes Point, and the Jefferson
Memorial (the latter two from an airplane). While in Washington in January
1957, he attended the parade for President Eisenhower’s second inaugural, with
two full pages of photos from the event.

With Photographs of “THE FURNACE”
and Four Post-War Memorials at Dachau
18. McNulty, Father: [ANNOTATED VERNACULAR PHOTOGRAPH
ALBUM DOCUMENTING AN AMERICAN ARMY OFFICER’S TRAVELS
IN KOREA, JAPAN, WASHINGTON, D.C., AND GERMANY DURING
THE EISENHOWER YEARS, INCLUDING IMAGES OF NUMEROUS
KOREAN CHILDREN AND THE 1957 EISENHOWER INAUGURAL

The album concludes with several pages of photographs from Germany during
Oktoberfest in 1960. Most notable among these images are those of Dachau,
where McNulty took sobering pictures of the crematorium sign and “THE FURNACE” at the Dachau Concentration Camp. While there, he also took pictures
of the Catholic Mortal Agony of Christ chapel, the “Old Gallow Stand” memorial, the Statue of the Unknown Prisoner, and the Grave of the Many Thousands
Unknown. He also visited the German towns of Oberammergau, Ettal, and Bad
Tölz, where he photographed numerous buildings and landscapes.
$950.

second decade of the 20th century.
The units represented in the collection include infantry, cavalry, artillery, radio units, the medical corps,
the ambulance corps, the 1st Illinois
Cavalry Band, a “field bakery” with
bakers in action, motorcycle units,
and others from across the United
States. Many of these units are pictured at training camps, on parade, or
on train cars on their way to Mexico,
but the great preponderance of the
images emanate from service on the
border itself.

Picturing American Troops on the Border with Mexico
19. [Mexican Border War Photographica]: [COLLECTION OF 188 ANNOTATED OR CAPTIONED IMAGES, ALMOST ALL REAL PHOTO
POSTCARDS, OF THE UNITED STATES MILITARY DURING THE
MEXICAN BORDER WAR, FEATURING LOCATIONS THROUGHOUT
THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST AND MEXICO]. [Various locations in
Mexico, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and California. 1911-1920]. 188 postcards,
almost all real photo postcards, most captioned in the negative or with manuscript
captions or annotations, some used and sent through the U.S. Mail, with various stamps and postal markings. Stored in plastic sleeves in a modern three-ring
binder. Occasional wear, soiling, and toning, a few removed from albums and with
paper remnants on verso, some slight silvering to some images. Overall very good.
A large and significant assemblage of annotated real photo postcards featuring
a wide variety of scenes and settings during the U.S.-Mexico Border War in the

The images depict American Marines
and their encampments in Vera Cruz,
Mexico, soldiers cremating bodies,
military funerals, soldiers patrolling the U.S.-Mexico border, units
of troops in skirmish lines and on
the “firing line,” soldiers guarding
ammunition stores on the streets
of Nogales, the organization of a
field hospital, and scenes of the ruins
after the Pancho Villa raid. There
are also images of various military
supplies and vehicles such as hydroplanes, airplanes, mounted guns,
radio tractors, armored trucks, and large tractors (“This is what we make roads
with in Mexico”). Two of the real photo postcards are regimental review group
shots picturing all members of Co. “J” and the Fighting “K,” respectively, of the
2nd Washington Infantry while both were stationed at Calexico. One photograph
shows a “U.S. Army Wagon Train Crossing the Rio Grande.”
With regard to Pancho Villa, there are several images of Columbus, New Mexico,
many with captions relating to Villa’s raid in 1916. The printed caption on one
of these images reads, “Ruins of Columbus N.M. Raided by Pancho Villa.” This
same image has been annotated on the verso in ink, reading “Where H troops
of U.S. Soldiers defeated 1500 Mexicans with a loss of 7 men, March 9 1916.”
Another image of Columbus in annotated on the verso: “On the other side of the
station is where Villa’s raid was made on Columbus. Which is about 5 miles north
of the border. So you can see that place wasn’t very well guarded by the U.S.
troops. There were only 2 troops of cavalry there at the time.” There is also an
image of a “Machine gun captured by Troop I 5th Cav. from Villa June 16, 1919.”

into “The cheerless sands of Eagle Pass” in Texas; a group
photo of “Cooks and helpers” in Mercedes, Texas; an image of
a bombed-out building in Vera Cruz that had been shot with
cannons from the U.S.S. Chester; and U.S. soldiers guarding
the international bridge between Juarez, Mexico and El Paso.
The latter image has a manuscript annotation on the verso
reading, “Bridge across the Rio Grande. Juarez in the distance.
Soldiers guard these bridges at all times.”
Another image captures a group of American soldiers “On Out
Post Duty on the Mexican Border.” The handwritten caption
on the verso reads: “The Mexicans are entrenched on the hill
opposite our out post. With 9 machine guns. 3 field pieces.
Troops 350 strong.” A soldier from Portland, Oregon sent
home a real photo postcard from Calexico in which he has noted
which tent he is occupying there (hand annotated “my house”
in the image area). On the verso, he writes: “Our camp is first
3 rows in forground [sic] Ditch has been cleaned up. Got cots
to-day and will electric lights Monday. Getting civilized.”

One of the more interesting and historically-important images shows a group
of nearly twenty emaciated African-American soldiers posing with their fellow
soldiers in El Paso. The caption reads: “10th Cavalrymen who were captured in
the Battle of Carrical - Released by Mexico.” The 10th Cavalry was one of the
units that comprised the famous Buffalo Soldiers of African-American soldiers
before the integration of the United States military.
In total, the images depict a broad range of military activities during the Mexican
Border War, including candid shots of camp life, various camp structures such as
bivouacs, mess tents, horse corrals and remount stations, and living quarters. The
pictures also show the men in training and on operations, in mounted drills and
patrols, assembling in military automobiles and trucks or next to supply trains,
and leaving or arriving on troop trains or ships in Vera Cruz, Mexico; Galveston,
Texas; Seattle, Washington; East Peru, Indiana; and other locations. There are
also interesting town and city views, or elevated views of encampments preserving
contemporary snapshots of Vera Cruz; Columbus, New Mexico; Camp Cody, New
Mexico; Camp Cotton, El Paso, Texas; Camp Stewart, Texas; a “Soldier’s Camp
near El Cajon” (marked with a tiny “x” showing where the soldier is camped);
and an aerial view of the camp of the 6th Brigade at Texas City.
Other interesting images picture the “Irrigation Ditch Dividing United States
and Mexico at Calexico, California;” a U.S. Army mobilization camp at Calexico;
a “U.S. Wireless Station” at Fort Brown; a shot of a convoy of trucks heading

In addition to the photographic postcards, there are a handful
of examples printing contemporary cartoon scenes (made by
troops stationed on the border), color lithographs or chromolithographs of border scenes, and Christmas cards. One of the
latter pictures a scene of a lone cavalryman sitting atop a horse
on the prairie. The manuscript annotation on the verso sums up the illustration:
“This is a card that we got up for the Co. men. It illustrates the Border life to
perfection with the lonely sentry guarding the great international line at night
alone on the desert with nothing but cactus & hungry animals for companions.”
The card was sent home by National Guard Lieutenant H.C. Gault, a member
of Company B, New Hampshire Signal Corps while stationed at Camp Wilson
in San Antonio.
The last item here is a delightful color-printed program for a Thanksgiving Dinner for the 8th Airship Company in November 1920. The program includes a
small photograph of the U.S. Army Dirigible Airship C. I. The company was
stationed at the time at Camp Owen Bierne in El Paso, where they were “engaged
in border duty.”
The photographers who produced the present images are a virtual who’s-who of
southwestern image-makers, including Horne, Allison, Hestor, Voll, Shulman,
Maurer, Higby, Hadsell, and others.
A deep and diverse collection of contemporary photographic images of the American
military during a still-obscure period in U.S. military history, and an event that
was yet another chapter in the long and controversial history between Mexico and
the United States. The present collection of images and manuscript annotations
help to present the Mexican Border War as a far-ranging conflict, stretching along
the breadth of the southern American border and involving massive amounts of
troops from numerous American states.
$9500.

Uncommon Missouri Pocket Map
20. [Missouri]: NEW POCKET MAP OF VERNON COUNTY, MISSOURI [wrapper title]. Kansas City, Mo.: F.E. Gallup Map Co., [ca. 1910].
Folding colored map, 18½ x 17 inches, entitled “Map of Vernon County,
Mo.” Folding into original printed wrappers. Minor edge wear. A few tiny
separations at crossfolds, one small closed tear in the map area (with no
loss). Very good.
An attractive, rare, and vibrantly-colored promotional map of Vernon
County, Missouri printed in Kansas City in the early 20th century. Each
city within the county is printed in a different color, and the land is then
further divided in each city and numbered in blocks. The upper and lower
borders of the map carry advertisements from the Wainscott Furniture Co.,
Undertakers and Gordons Garage – as do three sides of the wrapper covers.
The advertisers on the wrappers include the Bank of Nevada [Missouri],
Ballaghs Drug Store, the Hotel Mitchell, the Nevada Steam Laundry, and
others. The verso of the map itself is stamped with an additional ad for a
real estate company called Williams & Pottorf of Nevada, Missouri. No
copies in OCLC.
$450.

In the Wake of Brown v. Board of Education
21. [National Association for the Advancement of Colored People]: [Virginia]: “BEHIND THE SEGREGATION CURTAIN” – IN VIRGINIA. AN
EXPOSÉ OF RACE PREJUDICE IN OPERATION. [Richmond]: National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People, [ca. 1957]. 30pp. Original
printed wrappers. Minor edge wear, creasing, and light soiling to wrappers. Internally clean. Very good.
A scarce pamphlet concerning the efforts to desegregate schools in Virginia following the landmark Supreme Court decision Brown v. Board of Education of
Topeka, Kansas. This pamphlet was “Distributed in the Interest of Improved
Human Relations by Committee on Public Relations and Education, Richmond
Branch” of the NAACP. The Preface states that the NAACP wishes that “every effort should be made to first curb and eventually eliminate race prejudice
by appealing to the reason and intelligence of people, taking a stand against
legalized segregation and the evils of discrimination, and by striving for unity
and cooperation.” They also write about the state of racial politics in Virginia:
“We, in Virginia, stand indicted before the court of public opinion throughout
the Nation and World. Our uncompromising attitude on Civil rights is making
a disgraceful spectacle of us. Men in high places in our State Government are
breathless from yelling about ‘States rights” but they are strangely silent on the
subject of ‘State’s wrongs.’” The text then proceeds to chronicle the ills of racism
in Virginia, provides background on the efforts of the NAACP to equalize pay
between White and Black teachers in the state, documents the NAACP’s “fight
for integrated schools in Virginia,” and argues the virtues of school integration.
Rare, with only four copies in OCLC, at George Mason University, Hampton
University, the University of Virginia, and the Wisconsin Historical Society Library.
OCLC 46324233.
$850.

The First Available Printing of the Rules of Draw Poker
22. Schenck, R.C.: DRAW POKER [wrapper title]. [N.p., but New York]: Published for the Trade, 1875. 8pp. 24mo., 4½ x 3 inches. Original printed wrappers.
Rear wrapper dampstained. Internally clean. Near fine.
One of the earliest printings of the rules for Draw Poker, and the first publiclyavailable edition of this foundational work. These rules were written by Robert
Schenck, identified on the first page of text as “Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary of the United States of America near Her Majesty the Queen of
Great Britain and Ireland.” This is the second edition of Schenck’s rules, after
a privately-printed edition produced in England, in 1872. Following this 1875
edition is a more common Brooklyn edition printed in 1880.
The first five pages of this pocket-sized work lay out a detailed sequence for
game play, starting with the dealing of five cards to each player and ending when
“the highest hand wins the pool.” In this way, these rules most closely resemble
the modern game of five-card draw. In addition to the rules, Schenck provides
advice on drawing cards and game play (including the definition of a bluff) and
guidance on observing the other players to look for hints (or “tells”) as to their
play and strategy. The latter advice is worth quoting here: “A skillful player will
watch and observe what each player draws, the expression of the face, the circumstances and manner of betting, and judge, or try to judge, of the value of each
hand opposed to him accordingly.” Schenck also provides a hierarchy of the best
hands achievable in the game, the highest being a “Sequence Flush – Which is a
sequence of five cards, and all of the same suit” (i.e., a straight flush). Schenck
concludes the work with a four-point plan for success in Draw Poker: “(1) good
luck; (2) good cards; (3) plenty of cheek; and (4) good temper.”
The rear wrapper prints an added “important feature” of the game, the “straddle,”
described in detail and signed by an author with the pseudonym “Arkansas.” The
“straddle” (i.e. betting blind) was apparently omitted from the privately-printed
edition of Schenck’s work, and so added here. Ernest Wessen calls the present
work “the wholly unrecorded first edition,” though he himself refers to the earlier,
privately-printed edition Schenck’s rules in a 1968 catalogue, in which he describes
the origins of the publication: “During his diplomatic career in Great Britain
[Schenck] is said to have entertained his English friends by introducing them to
the great American game of Draw Poker, and while visiting at a country house in
Somersetshire, his hostess asked him to write down the rules of the game. Later
he was pleasantly surprised when he received several copies of the rules; which
a fellow guest had printed upon his private press.” Wessen goes on to say that
“until the discovery of the present copy [i.e., the present edition], no copy of the
first edition was known to exist.” He must have meant the first widely-available
edition, as the privately-printed edition had already been produced in England.
Interestingly, after it attained significant popularity in England – mostly due to
Queen Victoria’s fascination with the game – Draw Poker became known, however
briefly, as “Schenck Poker.” “A Dayton, Ohio, politician, Schenck first appeared
on the national scene when he was elected to Congress in 1843. There followed

forty years’ service in politics, the Union army, and diplomacy, during which he
acquired a reputation as a hard-bitten master of invective and vituperation. In
1871 he was appointed a member of the Joint High Commission between the
United States and Great Britain, and in that capacity signed the Treaty of Washington, May 8, 1871, and on the following December 22 was appointed Minister
to Great Britain. Following disclosure of some indiscreet personal investments,
he resigned under attack in 1876” – Midland Notes.
Schenck’s work is one of the foundational books on the game of poker, and represents the earliest publication (by six years) devoted to poker ever offered by
this firm. It also vies for the moniker of “first American book on poker” with
Henry Winterblossom’s The Game of Draw-Poker which was published the same
year. OCLC records five copies of the present work, at the New York Public
Library, the Upper Hudson Library System, Vanderbilt, the American Antiquarian Society, and the Library of Congress. Its handy, pocket-size, as well as the
note in the imprint that it was published “for the trade,” may indicate that its
intended audience was gambling professionals.
JESSEL 1479 (citing the privately printed 1872 ed. only). OCLC 18566743.
MIDLAND NOTES 101:529.
$2500.

Organizing the Female Abolitionists of Massachusetts
23. [Slavery]: [Women]: THE ELEVENTH MASSACHUSETTS ANTISLAVERY FAIR [caption title]. [Boston. February 8, 1844]. [1]p., printed in two
columns on a folded folio. Light dust-soiling and toning, tiny chip to integral
blank. Very good condition.
An interesting abolitionist text produced by a committee of thirty notable Boston
women in 1844. The committee solicits support for their annual anti-slavery fair
to be held in Amory Hall in Boston. The text reads, in part: “If you wish slavery
to cease, you cannot more effectually aid in its extinction, than by upholding
this Fair.” The text page is still attached to its integral blank, which was likely
intended to be used for addressing the leaflet after being folded as a mailer.
Many of the women who sign their names here in type were members of the Boston
Female Anti-Slavery Society, and remained prominent activists for the abolition
after the splintering of the organization later in the 1840s. The fair advertised
here was likely intended to benefit the larger Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society,
which began its work in 1835. The abolitionist efforts by groups of women such
as this in Massachusetts were effectively channeled through their annual fairs,
which provided a substantial source of revenue to the larger anti-slavery cause.
The list of signatories to the present circular is headed by Maria Weston Chapman,
with a number of other familiar names following hers, such as Susan C. Cabot,
Thankful Southwick, Catherine Sargent, and Anne Warren Weston, among others.
OCLC records just eleven physical copies. Not in Dumond or the Checklist of
American Imprints.
LIBRARY COMPANY AFRO-AMERICANA COLLECTION 6493. OCLC
51593599, 1132896496.
$1500.

First Full Business Directory of Pierre, South Dakota
24. [South Dakota]: PIERRE CITY DIRECTORY 1890-91. COMPRISING AN ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED LIST OF BUSINESS FIRMS
AND PRIVATE CITIZENS – A MISCELLANEOUS DIRECTORY, CITY,
COUNTY AND STATE OFFICERS, PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS,
CHURCHES, BANKS, INCORPORATED INSTITUTIONS, SECRET
AND BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES. AND A COMPLETE CLASSIFIED
BUSINESS DIRECTORY. Sioux Falls: Chas. Pettibone & Co., [1890]. 107pp.
Original printed orange boards, rebacked in brown paper. Edges worn, small
paper remnant on front board, hinges crudely repaired. Embossed institutional
blindstamp on titlepage, ink stamp on front free endpaper, old ink library shelf
mark on Preface. Textblock moderately tanned and a bit brittle, bottom corner
of titlepage chipped, last handful of leaves partially or wholly detached. Good.
The first full business directory for the city of Pierre, South Dakota, founded in
1880, following a small city directory published in 1883. In the 1890 census Pierre
boasted around 3,200 residents – a number which did not increase appreciably
until around 1940. Interestingly, the directory mentions the census numbers,
lamenting that the census has not accurately recorded the grand population of
the place, which really ought to be counted closer to 4,000 or more. Moreover,
the publishers claim Pierre to be ideally situated and drawing the best citizens
from all corners: “Pierre is fortunate in having attracted to herself a population
comprising the very cream of Eastern brain and brawn, before whose enterprise
and broad liberality no difficulties can stand.”
The Preface begins: “The publishers of this first volume of the city directory
of ‘Peerless Pierre’ desire to take the first opportunity of thanking the stirring,
energetic citizens and business men for the patronage and assistance which
alone render such a publication possible.” As the subtitle attests, the directory
covers private citizens; businesses; state, county, and local officials; public and
Private Schools; banks; churches; and “secret” and benevolent societies, as well
as a “complete classified business directory.” The businesses advertising here
include hotels, real estate agents, the Pierre Daily Capital and Pierre Free Press
newspapers, several brick contractors and suppliers, and many other businesses
listed alphabetically by type.
OCLC records just two copies of this foundational South Dakota city directory,
at Yale and Minnesota Historical.
OCLC 54304115, 20953387.
$1500.

A Brief But Highly Significant Letter Relating Details
of Free African-American Naval Veterans of the War of 1812
Held as Fugitive Slaves in Charleston
25. Stevens, John: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM JOHN
STEVENS, COMMANDER OF THE BRIG SAMOSET, TO COLONEL
THOMAS ASPINWALL, AMERICAN CONSUL AT LONDON, RELATING
THE FIRST NEWS OF THE FATE OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN SEAMEN
RETURNING TO THE UNITED STATES AFTER BEING CAPTURED
BY THE BRITISH DURING THE WAR OF 1812, AND SUBSEQUENTLY
HELD AS FUGITIVE SLAVES AFTER LANDING IN CHARLESTON
INSTEAD OF NEW YORK]. Charleston, S.C. April 10, 1817. [2]pp., on a
single folded folio sheet, docketed on verso of integral blank leaf. Original folds,
small hole in integral blank from opened seal. Near fine.
A letter containing the first news of an extraordinary and troubling moment in
American history. John Stevens, Commander of the Brig Samoset, writes to the
American consul at London, Colonel Thomas Aspinwall, who had commissioned
Stevens to carry very special passengers home to America. The previous month,
Stevens had arrived at Charleston after a forty-seven-day voyage from England.
He was supposed to transport to New York a group of African Americans who
had been captured by the British during the War of 1812. Bad weather forced
Stevens to alter his intended destination; instead, the Samoset dropped anchor at
Charleston, South Carolina, with disastrous results for his passengers. Stevens’
letter reads, in full (with original spelling retained):
“Thos. Aspinwall Esq. Sir I embrace the first opportunity of informing you of my
arrival at Charleston with all the Distressed Seamen you put on board the Samoset
– except four black and one white man who died on the passage being very sick
when we sailed from England. Every attention were paid them that could be by
the Doctor. Capt Cunningham and myself we had established on board excellent
order and discipline. We ran down the traides and had a very pleasant passage
of 47 days from the Downs, every thing very agreeable on board. Comeing on
the Coast we found the weather very Blustering and hauling to the northward.
Endeavouring to get to New York we found the weather getting worse and several
Men very Sick we all thought it advisable to put in to the nearest port of the U.
States, which was this. All the men on board were mustered by the boarding officer
from whom I took a receipt. I delivered the medicine chest at the customs house.
Near thirty of the Black men that had no protections or free papers were taken
out of the vessel by the Marshal and put in Prison. Several has been claimed as
slaves & those that are not claimed very soon will be liberated. The Doctor has
proved a very good situation. Nearly all the men who were at liberty are shipped
off. I think you may see some of them again. If you wish to write me direct to
Cane of Messrs Stillwaggon & Knight Philadelphia. I remain Your Most Obedt
Humble Servt. John Stevens Late Commander of the Brig Samoset.”

The letter, dated April 10, 1817, is addressed by Stevens to Aspinwall in London, and contains postal marks indicating its arrival in England by June 4, and a
manuscript docketing note that it reached Consul Aspinwall in London on June 9.
From the few newspaper mentions around the time of the incident in Charleston,
it was reported that about a dozen of the “Distressed [African American] Seamen”
had documents attesting to their freedom. However, twenty-five men, most of
them illiterate, who were expecting to disembark at New York, were not carrying
the “protections or free papers” mentioned by Stevens, papers that would prove
their status as free men. They were thus held in prison in Charleston.
Their fate became an intense but all-too-brief cause célèbre. Newspaper accounts
brought accusations from British emancipation advocates that Consul Aspinwall
had handed over the Negroes to “negro-drivers, dealers and proprietors of human
flesh and blood.”
Detained on suspicion of being runaway slaves – a few had
already been claimed as such by alleged masters – Charleston officials demanded
that the men supply the names of white northerners to whom they were well known
and who could give sufficient evidence to prove their freedom. Accounts of their
plight, facing “bondage for life in the service of a strange master,” made “a deep
sentiment among the liberal population” of the North. Aspinwall, a Massachusetts
native, was defended as one whose “vigilant benevolence” the sailors had been
clothed and fed in England and their passage home paid by U.S. Treasury funds.
About a month after their imprisonment, the names of the sailors – and the
respectable northerners they claimed could vouch for them – were printed in
the Charleston Daily Courier in an advertisement headlined, “To the Owners of

Fugitive Slaves.” All of the men were in their twenties and thirties, some born in
northern states, others in Virginia, though only one admitted to being a “runaway.”
This printed newspaper notice records for posterity what the present letter does
not – the names of the twenty-five African Americans unjustly held as fugitive
slaves by the authorities in Charleston.
The names of the “Distressed Seamen” caught up in this unfortunate situation are
as follows: John Little (alias James Browne), Joseph Stoddert, Adam Campbell,
John Dolboy, Moses Coe, Titus Delancy, John Thomas, John Williams, Charles
Primus, Austin Kenricks, Henry Raymond, Daniel Ashby, William Artis, Joseph
Brown, John Brown, John Blake, Thomas Carter, Ben Dilman (alias James Smith),
Vincent Fowler, John Hensley, Lemuel Patterson, George Sims, Paul Thomas,
and Henry Williams. These men were mostly sailors, but also wheelwrights,
farmers, and merchants’ apprentices; many of them were born free. They hailed
from New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Ohio, the
West Indies, Virginia, Maryland, and Washington, D.C. They were not, with
only one exception, fugitive slaves.
The ultimate fate of these men is virtually unknown to history. No further news
seems to have been published regarding how many of the sailors regained their
freedom and how many sent into slavery. The present letter provides an important
first step into telling the long-lost story of this peculiarly American injustice.
“To The Editor of the Morning Chronicle” in The Morning Chronicle (London,
May 31, 1817), p.3. “To The Owners of Fugitive Slaves” in The Charleston Daily
Courier (Charleston, March 20, 1817), p.4.
$6500.

First Grammar and Dictionary of the Huastec Language
26. Tapia Zenteno, Carlos de: NOTICIA DE LA LENGUA HUASTECA,
QUE EN BENEFICIO DE SUS NACIONALES...CON CATHECISMO,
Y DOCTRINA CHRISTIANA PARA SU INSTRUCCION, SEGUN LO
QUE ORDENA EL SANTO CONCILIO MEXICANO.... Mexico: Imprenta
de la Bibliotheca Mexicana, 1767. [10],128pp. Titlepage with ornamental border,
engraved arms on the dedication leaf, and woodcut head- and tail-pieces, and
initials. Small quarto. Slightly later mottled calf, boards with gilt borders, spine
gilt with burgundy and brown morocco gilt labels (likely a remboîtage). Some
wear and soiling to boards, head of spine frayed, front hinge starting to separate
from text block. Interior quite clean. Very good overall.
First edition of the first grammar and dictionary printed in Huastec (Wasteko),
or Téenek, a northern dialect of the Mayan language spoken in the 17th and
18th centuries by the people of the La Huasteca region, which spans parts of the
states of Hidalgo, Veracruz, San Luis Potosí, and Tamaulipas, particularly along
the route of the Pánuco River and along the coast of the Gulf of Mexico. Tapia
Zenteno’s first post was in the the diocese of Tampamolon de Huasteca, where he
learned Nahua and Huastec. He created this manual specifically for the use of
subsequent Catholic missionaries to the region, and included catechetical material in translation, along with a Spanish-Huastec dictionary and information on
Huastecan festivals, rites, and ceremonies.
Carlos de Tapia Zenteno (1698-ca. 1767) was not only an important Mexican
linguist and professor of Mexican languages at the Royal University (especially
Nahua and Huastec), but was also a Comisario of the Inquisition and prominent
canon lawyer. He published his first work, Arte Novissima de Lengua Mexicana...,
in 1753. Although he had already finished the present work in 1745, it was not
until 1767, with funding from Archbishop Francisco Antonio Lorenzana, that he
was able to finally publish it. Lorenzana was deeply interested in the indigenous
culture of Mexico as well as the conquest of it; he also produced an elegant illustrated edition of Cortés’s letters in 1770.
Works of any kind in Huastec are rare, and this title, the first grammar and dictionary printed, is now rarely found complete as here. This volume was previously
in the collection of Gaspar Mayagoitia Barragán.
GARCIA ICAZBALCETA, LENGUAS 73. MEDINA, MEXICO 5187. PALAU
327486. PILLING, PROOF-SHEETS 3801. SABIN 94355. VIÑAZA 355. OCLC
6257648.
$6500.

Urging Texans to Fight in the Confederate Army,
Rather Than the Texas Militia
27. [Texas]: [Murrah, Pendleton]: PROCLAMATION! BY THE GOVERNOR, TO THE STATE TROOPS, AND THOSE LIABLE TO SERVICE
UNDER THE LATE CONSCRIPT LAW OF CONGRESS [caption title].
Austin, Tx. April 12, 1864. Letterpress broadside, printed in two columns, 13¼ x
9 inches. Old folds, mild toning along fold lines, light creasing. Faint dampstain
and foxing on verso. Very good.
An interesting and very rare Texas Confederate broadside issued by Governor
Pendleton Murrah in early April 1864, calling for Texas troops to cooperate with
the most recent Confederate Conscription Act passed on February 17, instead
of following the recruitment and conscription statutes of the Texas state militia.
The February 17 law reduced exemptions for Confederate military service and
added seventeen-year-olds and men from forty-five to fifty years to be enrolled and
used for state defense in a reserve system. Murrah addresses the reserve system
at the conclusion of the present broadside. The same act authorized the use of
free negroes and slaves in labor units, which Murrah does not mention, but was
most likely an important consideration in making his decision.
Murrah argues for following Confederate policy for conscription partly because
“The enemy, in large numbers, are moving up the Red River through Louisiana
– Steele is moving with a large force from Arkadelphia towards North Eastern
Texas – the enemy, in force, is threatening Northern Texas from the direction of
Fort Smith – our forces are called from the coast to meet the foe in Louisiana,
and that portion of the State left with few defenders – the enemy are in sufficient
numbers on the lower Rio Grande, to require all of our force, in the West, to
hold them in check.” He also states that the national law and state laws cannot
be enforced at the same time, as this will “produce confusion, uncertainty, and
embarrassment upon the public mind, and lead to weakness, anger, and strife.”
Murrah “preferred that the organization should continue under the State laws”
but he has “waived my preference” in favor of a “course which I believe the best
for you and the best for my country....”
The prevailing subtext of Governor Murrah’s message lies in the continued
struggle for state’s rights in Texas, this time not with the United States, but with
the Confederacy. Conflicts between the individual states and the central Confederate government sprang up from time to time, not surprising given that one of
the main arguments for breaking with the Union in the first place was the rights
of individual states to determine most laws for themselves. This is an interesting
and somewhat surprising example of a Confederate state deferring to the central
Confederate government on an important military issue during the Civil War.
“In a complete sense, the Act of 17 February 1864 changed the entire system
of enrollment and selection. Seventeen-year-old males and those over forty-five
years through fifty composed a reserve for local defense use under Confederate
control. The Act declared ‘that, from and after the passage of this act, all white

men residents of the Confederate States, between the ages of seventeen and fifty,
shall be in the military service of the Confederate States for the war’ with certain
limited age groups being marked for local defense use. The same statute retained
for the duration those men in service between eighteen and forty-five years. Thus,
term enlistments ceased to be recognized. In the creation of reserves detailed to
local defense, the planning was to release men performing minor defense tasks
who could better serve on the battle fields. The reserves, however, could not be
used away from the home state. In reaching all men of the military population,
the whole manpower of the Confederacy was subject to a ‘systematic distribution
and to such use as the military strategy of the future might demand’” – Shaw.
Both Parrish & Willingham and Winkler & Friend report a single copy of the
broadside, at the University of Texas at Austin. OCLC adds a copy at Brigham
Young University.
WINKLER & FRIEND 1237. PARRISH & WILLINGHAM 4260. OCLC
84994095. William L. Shaw, “The Confederate Conscription and Exemption
Acts” in The American Journal of Legal History (Vol. 6, No. 4, October 1962),
pp.368-405.
$6500.

photograph album (made in Pakistan), string tied,
paper label taped to the front board reading: “With
Compliments from the Education Department, Lahore Pakistan.” Minor soiling to binding, moderate
wear to paper label. Contents generally clean and in
excellent condition. Very good overall.
A likely-unique assemblage of photographs and ephemera relating to an educational workshop conducted by
the United States Educational Foundation in Pakistan
(USEFP) in the mid-20th century. A non-governmental
organization still active more than seventy years after
its founding, the USEFP’s goal is to promote educational cooperation between the U.S. and Pakistan.
After gaining its independence from Britain in 1947
Pakistan sought to remain technically non-aligned
with regard to Cold War international politics, but
over time developed a significant relationship with the
United States, including the leasing of the Peshawar
Air Station for American use beginning in 1956.

U.S.-Pakistani Educational Cooperation During the Cold War
28. [United States Educational Foundation in Pakistan]: [Cope, Calvin]: [ANNOTATED PHOTOGRAPH AND SCRAPBOOK ALBUM DOCUMENTING
AN AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL WORKSHOP IN PAKISTAN IN THE
MID-1950s]. [Various locations in Pakistan, including Peshawar, Lahore, Dacca,
and Karachi. 1956]. Twenty-two large-format professional photographs, 6 x 8
inches, with decorated tissue guards, most with typed captions mounted beneath
the images. Thirty smaller format vernacular photographs, a partially-printed
certificate, a small handwritten card, and three newspaper or magazine articles
pasted in or laid in. Oblong quarto. Contemporary maroon textured leatherette

Most of the larger photographs in this album have
typed captions, and document various Pakistani officials and USEFP members speaking and teaching
during an educational workshop in “West Pakistan,”
running discussion groups and meetings, and attending receptions and other activities. There is also a
“Group photo of the members and the Delegation of
the Education Foundation.” One of the speakers who
worked for the USEFP and is pictured here leading a
discussion group is Calvin Cope, who seems to be the
compiler of the present album; two newspaper articles
on Cope’s experiences in Pakistan are mounted in the
rear of the album. Cope was a university professor
and administrator at Monterey Peninsula College in
California who spent a year in a teaching program
after receiving a Fulbright grant.
In addition to the professional photographs, Cope has included thirty vernacular
photos in the album, two of which picture him and his wife in traditional Pakistani
dress (one of these is reproduced in one of the newspaper clippings about Cope).
Most of the other vernacular pictures show Pakistani students in school and at
play, and include multiple shots of Pakistani friends, as well as additional photos
from the educational workshop, providing a deeper look into the event. Besides
the two newspaper articles, an article on the Karachi educational workshop is laid
in. Other ephemeral items include a small handwritten card with the numbers
one through ten translated into Pakistani along with two Pakistani phrases, and a
certificate from the USEFP and the Directorate of Education in Peshawar invit-

ing the bearer to attend the “Certificate Awarding Ceremony” of the teacher’s
workshop in that city, to be held at the “No. 1 Govt. High School, Peshawar.”
The United States Educational Foundation in Pakistan was established in 1950
and is still an active organization devoted to educational cooperation between
the United States and Pakistan. According to their website: “USEFP is guided
by a binational commission composed of an equal number of Pakistanis and
Americans, with the Chair alternating each year between a Pakistani and an
American. USEFP is one of 49 ‘Fulbright Commissions’ located throughout the
world. Since 1951 when the first group of Pakistani grantees traveled to America
and in 1952 when the first American grantees visited Pakistan, the USEFP has
fostered mutual understanding between the people of Pakistan and the people of

the United States through educational and cultural exchange. More than 8,000
Pakistanis and around 935 Americans have participated in USEFP administered
exchange programs. The Foundation receives support and counsel from both the
Pakistan and U.S. governments, but it is not an agency of either. The Foundation supervises a variety of programs that send Pakistani students and scholars to
American campuses while bringing American scholars to universities in Pakistan.
The goal of all USEFP programs is to help Pakistanis learn more about the U.S.
and to help Americans learn more about Pakistan and its people.”
An interesting and unique record of the early years of the USEFP’s efforts at
educational diplomacy in Pakistan.
$950.

Renting a Slave to the Governor of North Carolina
29. Waugh, Jesse Albert: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM J.A.
WAUGH TO HIS MOTHER, DISCUSSING THE HIRING OF A SLAVE
NAMED HENRY TO NORTH CAROLINA GOVERNOR DAVID REID].
Raleigh. December 28, 1850. 3pp., on a folded folio sheet, addressed on the
fourth page. Old fold lines. Minor loss from wax seal, affecting one word. Minor
soiling. Very good. In a half morocco and cloth folding case, gilt leather label.
A relatively casual – but highly consequential – letter regarding North Carolina
political figures and enslaved people. Jesse Albert Waugh writes his mother, Eliza
Waugh, in Salem, asking her to please send down her slave, Henry, for hire to
North Carolina Governor David Reid. Reid was governor from 1850 to 1854, and
subsequently served in the U.S. Senate; he was a strong defender of slavery and
the secessionist cause. Waugh, a graduate of the University of North Carolina,
was in Raleigh serving in the state general assembly. He writes:
“I saw Col., or rather Governor Reid on yesterday, he says he wrote to you he
would give you your price for the hire of Henry. He is expecting him down some
time next week. If you have not already made some arrangement to get him here,
I would advise you to let Bill bring him down in a buggy or carryall and let Guy
haul it....I am in hopes you have not hired Henry to any person in Salem, for
Reid will be very much disappointed if you have and if you have, try and get off
from the engagement.”
He recounts how deplorably dull Raleigh is at Christmas-time and closes by
admonishing that his mother should try to hire out her slaves to best advantage.
“Tell Jas. C. Webb to hire out his mother’s Negroes to the best advantage, and
you must try and do the same with yours. Be sure to send Henry by the first day
after you receive this and tell Mollie or Eliza to write certain of Thursday’s mail.”
He adds a post script urging his mother to vaccinate “all old & young” against
small pox, and a second postscript asking her to send his “fine black silk cravat.”
An interesting letter involving North Carolina political figures and the market
for leasing slaves, indicative of the surplus of enslaved people in the antebellum
Upper South.
$1250.

Studying African-American Housing and Mobility Trends
in Philadelphia
30. Woofter, T.J., Jr., and Madge Headley Priest: NEGRO HOUSING IN
PHILADELPHIA. A STUDY MADE BY T.J. WOOFTER, JR. AND MADGE
HEADLEY PRIEST FOR THE INSTITUTE OF SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS RESEARCH AND THE INTERRACIAL COMMISSION [wrapper
title]. Philadelphia: Friends’ Committee on Interests of the Colored Race..., 1927.
30pp. Original printed wrappers, stapled. Paper separating along lower half of
spine. Minor creasing and light even toning. Very good.
A detailed scholarly inquiry into the state of housing for African Americans in
Philadelphia in the Roaring Twenties. The authors, Woofter and Priest, appraise
the quality of “Negro Housing” in the City of Brotherly Love by studying population density, types of housing, health department inspection statistics, death rates
among African Americans, municipal improvements, rent, and other factors. Also
included are sections on “Areas of Bad Housing” and “Tenements.” The findings of the study are summarized in a seven-point list which couches the state of
African-American housing in Philadelphia in an overall positive light. While the
authors admit that Philadelphia’s influx of African Americans has “taxed the low
rent housing facilities of the city to the limit” and the population is too dense,
they also contend that there is “an encouraging movement of the Negro population
from the poorer to the better sections,” “the most hopeful feature of improvement
comes through the constant purchase of new homes by ambitious families,” and
that housing for African Americans, “even in the tenement districts, is improving
and is being improved both by the municipality and private organizations.” Both
the inside front and rear wrappers are printed with maps related to the study, the
first of which shows the “distribution of Negro population in 1925.”
An interesting study addressing the phenomenon of African-American relocation
to northern cities after World War I and continued mistreatment by southern
whites in the Jim Crow South. While there is a healthy number of copies of this
pamphlet in OCLC, it is quite uncommon in trade.
OCLC 3899324.
$400.

